#102

Fanlight

Finished Quilt Size: 57” x 68.5”

A Quilt Pattern by Jessica Dayon
Instagram: @jessicadayon
Blog: jessicadayon.blogspot.com

BASIC INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the instructions before beginning
All seams are sewn with ¼” seam allowance unless noted
RST means right sides together
Visit jessicadayon.blogspot.com and go to the Pattern Corrections tab to see if there
have been any corrections made to this pattern.
COLOR PLACEMENT
I always find it helpful to know the placement of the fabric that I used so you can
decide exactly how you want to make yours. The placement diagram for my quilt is
shown below.

Outer Border
Inner Border
ç Cut from Layer Cake

ç White Background

ç Cut from Layer Cake

ç Accent Fabric

CUTTING
20 layer cake squares- cut each square to measure 8.5” x 8.5”
10 layer cake squares- cut each of the 10 layer cake squares into 8- 2.5” x 4.5”
rectangles; for a total of 802.5” x 4.5” rectangles
Accent fabric (used here 9900-227)-cut 2- 4.5” x WOF strips; subcut into 12- 4.5” squares
-cut 2- 47/8” by WOF strips; subcut into 16- 47/8” squares (8 squares per strip);
subcut in half on ONE diagonal yielding 2 triangles per square
Background-cut 4- 2½” by WOF strips; subcut into 64- 2½” squares (16 squares per strip)
-cut 2- 27/8” by WOF strips; subcut into 28- 27/8” squares (14 squares per
strip); subcut in half on ONE diagonal yielding 2 triangles per square
Inner Border (used here: 9900-25)-cut 6- 2½” by WOF strips; cut two of those strips in half long ways yielding 42.5” x 21” pieces. Sew a WOF to a half strip together end to end and repeat
three more times so that you have 4 strips that measure 2½” by about 64/65”
Outer Border (used here Feed Sacks True Blue 23308-12)-cut 6- 4½ ” by WOF strips; cut two of those strips in half long ways yielding 42.5” x 21” pieces. Sew a WOF to a half strip together end to end and repeat
three more times so that you have 4 strips that measure 2½” by about 64/65”

BLOCK ASSEMBLY
There are 4 different blocks that make up this quilt: Block A- Uneven Nine Patch,
Block B- Solid Block, Block C- Setting Triangles, and Block D- Corner Triangles.
BLOCK A- UNEVEN NINE PATCH
To make one Block A, gather 4- 2.5” white squares, 4- 2.5” x 4.5” print rectangles,
1- 4.5” blue square. The assembly layout is below. Sew each 2.5” white square to
the 2.5” side of the top and bottom rectangles. Press the seam allowance to the
rectangle. Sew the side rectangles to the middle blue square. Press the seam
allowance to the rectangles.

Sew the top and bottom to the middle piece.

Repeat for 12 blocks total.
BLOCK B- SOLID BLOCKS
Block B is the layer cake squares that you cut to 8.5” squares during the cutting
instructions. You should have 20 of these.
BLOCK C- SETTING TRIANGLES
To make Block C, gather 1- 2.5” white squares, 2- 2.5” x 4.5” print rectangles, 1blue triangle (that was cut from the 47/8” squares of accent fabric), and 2- white
triangles (that was cut from the 27/8” squares of white background fabric). The
assembly layout is below.

Sew each white triangle to the 2.5” side of the top and bottom rectangles (as shown
below). Press the seam allowance to the triangle.

Sew the side rectangle/triangle to the middle blue square. Press the seam allowance
to the rectangles. Sew the bottom rectangle/triangle to the 2.5” white square. Press
the seam allowance to the rectangle.

Sew the two units together to form a setting triangle. Do not trim the unit. You
will do that after it is sewn into the top.

Repeat for 14 setting triangles.

BLOCK D- CORNER TRIANGLES
To make Block D, gather 1- 2.5” x 4.5” print rectangles, 1- blue triangle (that was
cut from the 47/8” squares of accent fabric), and 2- white triangles (that was cut
from the 27/8” squares of white background fabric). The assembly layout is below.

Sew the side triangles to the 2.5” x 4.5” rectangle. Press the seam allowance to the
rectangles.

Sew the triangle to the bottom unit. Press the seam allowance to the triangle. This
forms the corner triangle. Do not trim the unit. You will do that after it is sewn
into the top.

Repeat to make 4 corner triangles.

QUILT TOP ASSEMBLY
Layout your quilt blocks as shown below. Do not lay out the corner triangles yet.

Sew in diagonal rows as shown below.

Next sew your diagonal rows together.

Now, sew on the corner triangles.

After that you need to straighten out the edges of the quilt. To do this, I move my
cutting mat to the floor and lay my quilt out. Then I use the mat, my ruler, and
rotary cutter to trim the edges evenly.

INNER BORDER
To add the inner border, gather the 4- 2.5” x 64/65” strips. Sew the left and right
borders on first. Then sew on the top and bottom borders.

OUTER BORDER
To add the outer border, gather the 4- 2.5” x 64/65” strips. Sew the left and right
borders on first. Then sew on the top and bottom borders.

FINISHING THE QUILT
Baste, quilt, and bind the quilt using your preferred methods.
NOTE: For the binding, I cut ½ yard of binding fabric into 7- 2.5” straight of grain
cut binding.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Post your progress and finished quilt on Instagram, I’d love to see! Tag me
@jessicadayon and use the hashtags- #fanlightquilt #jessicadayonpatterns

To make the exact quilt as shown on the cover, you will need the following:
________________________________________________________________
The fabric line used to make this quilt is Feed Sacks True Blue by Linzee Kull
McCray for Moda Fabrics & Supplies. The specific SKUs used are listed below.
1 Layer Cake of Feed Sacks True Blue by Linzee Kull McCray
¾ yard 9900-227 Cobalt (Accent Color)
½ yard* 9900-200 Off White (White background)
½ yard* 9900-25 30s Blue (Inner border)
¾ yard* 23308-12 (Outer Border)
½ yard* 23309-16 (Binding)
4½ yards 23305-12 (Backing)
The Warm Company Warm and Plush Queen Size Batting
*These measurements are exact. If you are worried about cutting errors, you may
want to purchase ¼ yard extra of each.

Jessica Dayon #102 Fanlight
Finished Quilt Size: 57” x 68.5”
Finished Block Size: 8”
MATERIALS NEEDED:
30 Layer Cake squares
¾ yard Accent Fabric
½ yard* White Background fabric
½ yard* Inner Border
¾ yard* Outer Border
½ yard* Binding
4½ yards Backing
The Warm Company Warm and Plush Queen Size Batting
*These measurements are exact. If you are worried about cutting
errors, you may want to purchase ¼ yard extra of each.
The exact fabrics and requirements for making the
cover quilt are inside.
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